


Chaparral Motorsports Marketing Strategy Overview
Chaparral is an industry leader when it comes to motorsports. They have a great looking websites with lots of incredible images and a 
massive catalog of gear.

They are also ranking well for some important keywords and have a growing backlink profile with solid content in their blog section. 
However, they would like to rank better for keywords that will drive more profit.

They are also ranked 4th when compared to their primary competition when it comes to backlinks and organic traffic.

We need to find a way to begin outranking their competition while also finding keywords that produce more profit and push them into 
the top spot.

Additionally, they want to build better relationships with their customers with content that targets multiple touchpoints in the buyer’s 
journey.

The best way to do that is by choosing a keyword that is ranking just outside the top spot and building a content hub around it.

The steps to do that are:

1. Identifying keywords that produce more profit that are ranking just outside of the top spot
2. Design and create a content hub targeting those keywords to drive traffic and sales
3. Ensure the content hub is formatted and organized correctly for SEO
4. Launch the content hub and repeat the steps with other profitable keywords 



It’s more about precision than power. Chaparral is already ranking for lots of different keywords. We need to find the right keyword 
to target to push into the top spot.

This keyword should drive significant profit for the company, have lots of search volume, and rank within the first 2 pages of 
Google.

How to Find the Right Keywords

We will do this by: 

1 2 3

Conducting a keyword audit to 
identify keywords we can build a 

content hub around

Designing and creating a content 
hub targeting this keyword along 

with variations of it

Launching the new content hub 
and identifying new keywords to 

continue optimizing for



The 6 Search Need States – What Shoppers are looking 
for on your

Search is fun and entertaining. It is extensive 
with many unique iterations and shoppers are 

opened to being influenced

Surprise Me Thrill Me Impress Me

Search is a quick adventure to find new things. 
It is brief with just a few words and minimal 

back-button use

Search is about influencing and winning. It is 
laser focused, using specific phrases and 
shoppers want to see something new or 

different on the PDP

Search is about competence and control. 
Shoppers look for: reviews, ratings, 

comparisons, etc to compare brands and make 
informed buying decisions. 

Educate Me

Search is about simplicity, comfort, and trust. It 
is uncomplicated and shoppers want to get 
their questions answered before making a 

buying decision

Reassure Me

Search is about connecting and practicality. It is 
to-the-point, and shoppers are looking for 

products to improve something specific in their 
lives

Help Me

Chaparral needs more content in the “Educate Me” and “Help Me” category.



Getting to the Top of the Page

Various Ranking Factors:

• UX
• User search intent 
• Keyword analysis 
• Technical SEO 
• On-site optimization 
• Content and 

amplification 
• Google Ads 
• Inbound links
• PR
• Crawlability 
• Speed
• Authority, etc. 

There are 10,000+ ranking factors. Instead of memorizing them all we 
focus on great UX, keywords, and content while using data to 
optimize over time.



Chaparral Motorsports
SEO Analysis and Solution



Competitor Analysis

Chaparral is currently 4th when comparing avg. 
organic traffic and referring domains.

Their organic keyword rankings are currently 
dropping as well as their organic traffic.

They do have an influx of backlinks.

However, their referring domains are only at 3,300.

Chaparral would benefit from more backlink 
diversity from other websites.

This can be accomplished by creating a content hub 
that will attract more backlinks.



Content Hub Approach

A content hub is interlinked collections of content that 
target multiple similar keywords and steps in the buyer’s 
journey.

Google improves website rankings when they take UX 
and content organization into account. A content hub is 
an excellent way to target both.

Examples of content hubs are:

https://www.hubspot.com/resources/content-creation

A content hub becomes a keyword magnet and also 
attracts more backlinks which also improve your 
rankings.

In this case, Chaparral would greatly benefit from a 
content hub targeting all the different types of content 
someone needs when shopping for new gear.



Content for SEO Analysis
Chaparral does have excellent content on the site.

However, it is not organized in a manner that 
would help new riders who are searching for 
shopping tips.

For example, There are 2 articles here with the 
same image but different keywords.

“How to clean dirt bike goggles” and “how to 
choose the right motocross Goggles” should be 
collapsed into one hub where riders can find 
everything about choosing goggles.

Riding can already be overwhelming enough. 

Making it easy for them to make decisions on the 
site will increase the likelihood they buy from you 
vs another competitor.

It will also boost keyword rankings so you get 
more customers.



Keywords Identified

Keyword Volume KD Current position
motorcycle helmets 105000 50 7
helmet 74000 73 43
helmets 40000 62 7
riding boots 33000 23 71
motorcycle helmet 33000 50 7
bell helmet 26000 20 24
motorcycle parts 22000 70 10
motorcycle boots 20000 34 12
motorcycle gloves 20000 20 11
motorcycle gear 20000 74 5

The keyword identified is “motorcycle helmets” and variations. It has a total of 252,000 searches/mo and 3 million searches/yr. 
Chaparral currently ranks on the 1st page for 3 of the keywords. 

If we focus our efforts on the motorcycle helmets keyword we will be able to push it into the top spot which gets 30% of all 
clicks and traffic.



What Type of Content Should We Target?

A great starting point is the motorcycle helmets page. 

https://www.chapmoto.com/motorcycle-helmets/.

Each bolded header can be turned into a piece of content and 
added to a motorcycle helmet hub.

They will also want to know what helmet accessories to buy 
and about important motorcycle helmet safety.

Each one of these topics deserves it’s own page that targets 
multiple keywords and questions to answer.














